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HEALTH RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE

“Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 
merely the absence of disease”🡪 The domains of physical, emotional and 
social well-being are incorporated by this definition into the concept of quality 
of life.

World Health Organization. The first 10 years of the World Health Organization. Geneva, 1958.

“Quality of life is defined as an individual’s perception of their position in life
in the context of the culture and value system in which they live and in
relation to their goals, expectations and standards and concerns. It is a broad
ranging concept affected in a complex way by the person’s physical health,
psychological state, level of independence, social relationships, and their
relationship to salient features of their environment”

Bowling A. Measuring Disease. Buckingham: Open University Press, 2001
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“Quality of life is the gap between a person’s expectations and achievement”

Calman KC. J Med Ethics 1984; 124: 10.

“Health related quality of life represents the functional effect that an illness 
and its consequent therapy have on a patient, as perceived by the patient 
him/herself” 

Olweny CL. Quality of life in cancer care. Med J Aust 1993; 158: 429-432.

BUT

‘Scientists may use rating scales and visual analogue scales to measure pain, 

and they may even invent scoring systems quantifying types of handicaps; but 
when they talk about measuring quality of life they have gone too far’ 

Wulff H. J R Soc Med 1999; 92:549–52
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Traditional outcome measures for assessing surgical procedure 

1. morbidity 

2. mortality 

Why is it necessary to measure quality of life?

Today, indications for surgery are broader: 

failure of medical therapy

poor quality of life on it self, 

palliation of incurable diseases. 

In these situations the goal of surgery is not to improve survival but 
to improve quality of life

Physiologic outcomes provide information to the clinicians but are of limited interest 
to patients and often correlate poorly with well being. 

Quality of life is a more patient orientated measure of outcome that provides a more
formal means for the patient’s judgement and desires to influence treatment
decisions.

McLeod RN. Adv Surg 1999; 33:293-309
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Performing a Health Related Quality of Life (HRQOL) 
assessment 

provides important information  to
• patients 
• caregivers
• health care providers 

make feasible planning effective intervention on QoL issues
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• PART 1. Quality of life after colorectal 
surgery for cancer

1. Health-related quality of life and functional results after rectal resection for cancer

2. Health-related quality of life and functional results after colectomy for cancer

3. Quality of life after transanal surgery for rectal cancer



• Quality of life after surgery for rectal cancer
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• Quality of life after surgery for rectal cancer



• Quality of life after ileorectal anastomosis



• Quality of life after ileorectal anastomosis
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• Quality of life after ileorectal anastomosis



• Quality of life after ileorectal anastmosis

No difference in term of body image
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• PART 2. Quality of life after restorative  
proctocolectomy for ulcerative colitis

1. Health related quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy for ulcerative colitis: long-
term results. (Italian Patients)

2. Long-term functional outcome and quality of life after stapled restorative 
proctocolectomy (USA patients)

3. Quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy for ulcerative colitis: role of different 
questionnaires.

4. Long term functional results and quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy 
(Canadian patients). 

5. Predicting health related quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy

6. Predicting health related quality of life after colectomy and ileostomy

7. Role of body image after restorative proctocolectomy



• long-term results after restorative proctocolectomy 



Aims:

• to evaluate the long term HRQL of patients submitted to 

RPC and its modifications after a 5 year follow-up

• to identify any peculiar risk factor for a worst outcome. 

• long-term results after restorative proctocolectomy 



•The patients who underwent RPC obtained significantly better 

scores than those who suffered of moderate or severe UC (p<0.01). 

•On the other hand they obtained HRQL scores similar to those 

affected by remission or mild UC (p=0.27) but significantly worse 

scores than healthy controls (p<0.01). 



The most critical factors that influence HRQL outcome 

are use of drugs, presence of pouchitis or pelvic 

complications, number of daily bowel movements

and age at UC diagnosis. 



• long-term function and quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy
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• long-term function and quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy



Aim: 

• to validate an Italian 

version of CGQL 

• to assess the HRQL of 

our patients with CGQL 

and PIBDQ to 

understand if the 

different results might 

be explained by 

different interpretations 

of the long-term 

outcome of the two 

questionnaires. 

• role of different questionnaires



Italian CGQL single item and the overall 

scores correlated strongly with all Italian 

SF36 domains (all four CGQL item, p<0.001). 

Construct validity of the Italian CGQL



Italian CGQL and PIBDQL discriminant ability:

•PIBDQL scores of RPC patients were 

significantly better than those of UC patients and 

significantly worse than those of healthy controls. 

•CGQL scores of RPC patients were significantly 

better than those of UC patients and similar to 

those of healthy controls 

ANOVA followed by 

LSD post-hoc test.



Conclusion 

The difference of the interpretation of the same HRQL can be 

attributed to the different discriminant ability of the two 
questionnaires. 

According to the PIBDQL score RPC patients experience a HRQL similar 
to mild/ remission UC patients and this matching seems consistent 
with postoperative bowel function.



Aims: 

1. To validate an English version of PIBDQ

1. To identify the possible predictors of HRQL in RPC patients with a 
disease specific questionnaire

• Long term functional results and quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy 
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Pelvic Pouch 

Follow up: 

clinical activty

SIBDQ: short 

disease 

specific 

HRQL

SF36: generic 

HRQL

PIBDQ: disease 

specific



RPC functional results

Continence in pelvic pouch patients.

•67% of patients fully continent during the day time🡪 during the night time 54%fully 

continent, 

•The mean bowel movement frequency in the 24 hours was 7.7+/-3.2.

•Night bowel movements affected the 89% of patients. 



No statistically significant difference was demonstrated 
after 20 days in the same patients.

Good test-retest reliability



English PIBDQL correlation with 
SIBDQ and SF36.

p<0.0001 for all the correlations.

Good construct validity



English PIBDQ validation: discriminative ability

Good discriminative ability



RPC patients have a long term low rate of incontinence, sexual impairment, 
job/leisure restrictions and an acceptable stool frequency. 

The English version of the PIBDQL questionnaire for RPC patients demonstrated 
to have good test-retest reliability, internal consistency and construct validity. 

CD patients experienced a worse long term HRQL than UC or FAP patients even 
when their functional results are good 🡪this indication for RPC should be, if 
possible, avoided.

Female patients reported a significantly higher frequency of sexual impairment 
and a higher rate of pouch reconstruction than male patients 🡪 worse HRQL 
scores

In patients who had their pouch redone the English PIBDQL scores were 
significantly worse even if the functional parameters seemed to not be 
affected 🡪 reconstructive surgery after pouch failure should be proposed to 
very committed patients.
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BACKGROUND: In 10-20% of cases, it is 
impossible to distinguish between ulcerative 
colitis and Crohn's colitis, affecting the 
possibility to predict the long-term outcome 
after restorative proctocolectomy (RPC). The 
study aimed to assess the accuracy of a new 
prognostic score for inflammatory bowel 
diseases (IBD) colitis [the Padova Prognostic 
Score for Colitis (PPSC)] in predicting long-term 
clinical/functional outcome and quality of life 
after RPC.

• predicting quality of life after restorative proctocolectomy



MATERIALS AND METHODS: The PPSC was created by the integration of histological and clinical 
information. The accuracy of the PPSC was tested in predicting long-term clinical outcome (i.e. 
pouch complications/survival) and quality of life of 58 consecutive patients who had undergone 
RPC in our institute from 1984 to 2004.
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The PPSC predicted pouch 
fistulae (accuracy = 84.5%; 
sensitivity = 50%; specificity = 
90%) and changes in sexual 
life (accuracy = 71%; 
sensitivity = 23%; specificity = 
87%). The PPSC also predicted 
the PIBDQL score with an 
accuracy of 62%, a sensitivity 
of 28% and a specificity of 
97%, whilst it predicted the 
CGQL score with an accuracy 
of 29%, a sensitivity of 12% 
and a specificity of 80%. The 
PPSC failed to predict 
pouchitis or pouch failure.
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CONCLUSIONS: The Padova Prognostic Score for Colitis proved effective in
predicting pouch fistulae or abscesses, but not pouchitis and pouch failure. The 
PPSC was accurate in predicting disease-specific quality of life.



AIM: Diverting loop ileostomy is used to minimize 
the impact of anastomotic complication after 
restorative proctocolectomy (RPC). However, the 
ileostomy itself may have complications and 
therefore affect quality of life (QOL). The aim of 
this study was to analyse the predictors of 
complications of the ileostomy formation and 
closure and of the QOL of these patients.

• predicting quality of life after colectomy and ileostomy



METHOD: Forty-four consecutive 
patients who underwent RPC 
were enrolled. Records of the 
ileostomy follow-up were 
retrieved from a prospectively 
collected database and QOL was 
assessed with the Stoma-QOL 
questionnaire. Ileostomy site 
coordinates were measured. 
Univariate and multivariate 
analysis were performed.



CONCLUSION: The predictors of negative outcome after construction of a diverting  loop 
ileostomy after RPC were urgent surgery, use of standard rod, the distance of the stoma 
site from the umbilicus, parastomal herniae and the older age of patients.



• role of body image after restorative proctocolectomy



In female patients body image score and cosmesis socre were 

significantly different according the surgical approach while in male 

patients there was not any difference



• CONCLUSION: Quality of life after restorative 
proctocolectomy for ulcerative colitis

• RPC patients in a long-term follow-up reach and maintain a HRQL similar to those of 
remission/mild UC patients. 

• the difference of the interpretation of the same HRQL can be attributed to the 
different discriminant ability of the questionnaires

• English version of the PIBDQL questionnaire has good test-retest reliability, internal
consistency and construct validity.

• female patients reported a significantly higher rate of pouch complication and these
worse functional results reflected on English PIBDQL scores

• CD patients experience a worse long-term HRQL than UC or FAP patients even when
their functional results are good RPC should be avoided.

• IC diagnosis is not a significant predictor of HRQL and the complication rate and the
functional results were equivalent in IC and UC patients.

• technical details of stoma formation can make a major difference to the patient

• In female patients body image score and cosmesis socre were significantly different
according the surgical approach while in male patients there was not any difference



• PART 3. Quality of life after surgery   for 
Crohn’s disease

1. Health related quality of life after ileo-colonic resection for 
Crohn’s disease: long-term results.

1. Predicting quality of life after intestinal surgery for Crohn’s 
disease

1. Quality of life as outcome measure laparoscopic resection vs 
infliximab therapy



• quality of life after ileo-colonic resection for Crohn’s disease: long-term results



Aim: To identify the possible predictors of quality of life after ileo-colonic resection

• quality of life after ileo-colonic resection for Crohn’s disease: long-term results



Methods

cross sectional study

• CDAI: disease activity

• CGQL: generic HRQL

• PIBDQ: disease specific 

HRQL





INTRODUCTION: The aim of this prospective study was to 
analyze the impact of different surgical techniques on 
patients undergoing intestinal surgery for Crohn's disease 
(CD) in terms of recovery, quality of life, and direct and 
indirect costs.

PATIENTS AND METHODS: Forty-seven consecutive patients 
admitted for intestinal surgery for CD were enrolled in this 
prospective study. Surgical procedures were evaluated as 
possible predictors of outcome in terms of disability status 
(Barthel's Index), quality of life (Cleveland Global Quality of 
Life score), body image, disease activity (Harvey-Bradshaw 
Activity Index), and costs (calculated in 2008 Euros). 
Univariate and multivariate analyses were performed.

• predicting quality of life after intestinal surgery for Crohn’s disease









CONCLUSIONS: 

• laparoscopy → a shorter postoperative length of stay

• stoma creation → a long and expensive postoperative hospital stay

• stricturoplasty → a slower recovery of bowel function.



Surg Endosc. 1998 Nov;12(11):1334-40. doi: 10.1007/s004649900851.

Cosmesis and body image after laparoscopic-assisted and open ileocolic resection for Crohn's 

disease.

Dunker MS(1), Stiggelbout AM, van Hogezand RA, Ringers J, Griffioen G, Bemelman WA.

BACKGROUND: The objectives of this study were to evaluate body image, cosmetic results, and 

quality of life in patients with Crohn's disease of the terminal ileum who had either laparoscopic-assisted 

or open ileocolic resection, and to determine how patients experienced the pre- and postoperative 

periods after both procedures.

METHODS: Thirty-four patients participated: 11 patients after open resection (OR), 11 patients after 

laparoscopic-assisted resection (LR), and 12 patients without resection (WR). Retrospectively, the 

patients filled out several questionnaires pertaining to body image, hospital experiences, and quality of 

life. One-way analysis of variance, Student's t-tests, and Pearson's correlation were used for statistical 

analysis.

RESULTS: The cosmetic score was significantly higher in the LR than in the OR group (p < 0.01). 

Body image correlated strongly with cosmesis and with quality of life. The hospital experiences 

of the laparoscopic and open groups were similar.

CONCLUSIONS: Laparoscopic surgery was associated with better cosmesis than open surgery. 

Patients do not experience laparoscopic surgery any differently from open surgery.

• role of the body image after ileococlonic resection for CD



• The primary outcome was quality of life on the 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease Questionnaire (IBDQ) 

at 12 months. 

• Secondary outcomes were general quality of life, 

measured by the Short Form-36 (SF-36) health survey 

and its physical and mental component subscales, days 

unable to participate in social life, days on sick leave, 

morbidity (additional procedures and hospital 

admissions), and body image and cosmesis. 

• quality of life as an outcome measure in RCT



1. the mean IBDQ score at 12 months was 178·1 

(95% CI 171·1–185·0) in the resection group 

versus 172·0 (164·3–179·6) in the infliximab group 

(mean difference 6·1 points, 95% CI −4·2 to 16·4; 

p=0·25). 

2. the mean SF-36 total score was 112·1 (95% CI 

108·0–116·2) in the resection group versus 106·5 

(102·1–110·9) in the infliximab group (mean 

difference 5·6, 95% CI −0·4 to 11·6), 

3. the mean physical component score was 47·7 

(45·7–49·7) versus 44·6 (42·5–46·8; mean 

difference 3·1, 4·2 to 6·0), 

4. the mean mental component score was 49·5 

(47·0–52·1) versus 46·1 (43·3–48·9; mean 

difference 3·5, −0·3 to 7·3). 

5. Body-image scale mean scores in the patients 

who had resection were 16·0 (95% CI 15·2–16·8) 

at baseline versus 17·8 (17·1–18·4) at 12 months

6. cosmetic scale mean scores were 17·6 (16·6–

18·6) versus 18·6 (17·6–19·6). 

• quality of life as an outcome measure in RCT



→ Laparoscopic resection in patients with limited (diseased terminal ileum <40 cm), 

non-stricturing, ileocaecal Crohn's disease in whom conventional therapy has failed 

could be considered a reasonable alternative to infliximab therapy.

• quality of life as an outcome measure in RCT



• CONCLUSION: Quality of life after ileo-colonic resection 
for Crohn’s disease

• Crohn’s disease current disease activity is the main predictor of quality of life after ileo-
colonic resection. 

• Side-to-side configuration of the ileo-colonic anastomosis seem to delay re-operation 
both by decreasing the local factor involved in recurrence or, more probably, by 
reducing obstruction symptoms.

• Laparoscopy was associated with a shorter postoperative length of stay; stoma creation 
was associated with a long and expensive postoperative hospital stay, and 
stricturoplasty was associated with a slower recovery of bowel function.

• Quality of life can be an effective outcome measure in RCT

• Body-image and cosmetic scale scores in the patients who had resection are similar to 
patients who have infliximab



• PART 4. Quality of life after ileostomy in 
colorectal surgery

1. Body profile and Health-related quality of life in stoma 
patients.

2.    Assessment of body profile in stoma patients



• Colostomy and ileostomy



• Body profile and stoma management
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• Body profile assessment



• Body profile assessment



• Body image and cosmesis score in intestinal surgery

• No difference in term of body image among total colectomy, right colectomy and left colectomy for 

cancer

• Better body image score in local excision than in TME for rectal cancer

• In female patients undergoing restorative proctocolectomy for ulcerative colitis, body image score and 

cosmesis score were significantly different according the surgical approach while in male patients there 

was not any difference

• The cosmetic score was significantly higher in the laparoscopuic ileocolonic resection than in open 

resection for Crohn’s disease. Body image correlated strongly with cosmesis and with quality of life. 

Surg Endosc. 1998 Nov;12(11):1334-40. 

• Body-image scale and cosmetic scale mean scores in the patients who had ileocolonic resection for 

were similar to that of patients who had infliximab therapy

Take home messages



Thank you for your attention

U.O. Chirurgia Generale

Azienda Ospedaliera di Padova

Marco Scarpa

MD, PhD

Email: marco.scarpa@aopd.veneto.it
Tel: +39 049. 8212770
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